
Mrs. Leopold’s Pre-Kindergarten Newsletter 

              Week of May 14-18   

      

 

 

Circle Time:  This week we talked about life cycles.  We asked the question, “What comes first, the 

chicken or the egg?”  We made a hypothesis and wrote out our individual results.  It was interesting to 

hear each child’s reasoning for what he/she thought came first.  We learned one possible answer from a 

book we read called The Chicken or the Egg?   The answer was, “the egg comes first because you eat it 

for breakfast and you eat chicken for dinner.” (ha, ha)   

 

We also read books about life cycles including those of snakes, frogs, ducks, trees and butterflies.  We 

remembered the butterfly song we learned in the beginning of our school year and sang it again.   

 

Art:   

Egg printing:  We pressed plastic eggs into paint then printed with them.  Some of us rolled them in 

paint and then around on paper as well. 

Stocking printing:  We dipped stockings filled with either marbles, sand or popcorn kernels into paint 

then printed them on paper; each made a unique design. 

Paint:  We painted using textured scrapers and plastic eggs to make different designs.  

 

Cooking:  We made edible bird nests.  First we melted chocolate chips then mixed them together with 

chow mein noodles.  Next, we put a scoop into a muffin tin.  Then we added mini edible eggs (jelly 

beans).  Once cooled, we sent them home to you and your families to enjoy for dessert.   

 

Math:  We measured ourselves again to see how much we have grown this year.  We also used Unifix 

cubes to count how many cubes tall we are.   

 

Science:  How much did you weigh when you were born?  We emptied rice into a stocking.  We filled and 

weighed it until it weighed 7 lbs.  We talked about how little each child was when they were born.  We 

used this “stocking baby” as a comparison to show the equivalent to what an average baby weighs.  We 

love carrying it around the classroom.  We even drew a face on it.  We then weighed ourselves to see 

how much we weigh now.  We graphed our heights.  We compared and contrasted our heights to see who 

is the tallest, who is the shortest and if any of us are the same heights.   

 

We added real bird nests to our science table.  We compared and contrasted them by noticing that 

each nest is made from different materials and they are even different shapes. 

 

We continued our indoor garden this week.  We had planted beans, corn, tomatoes, squash and we are 

watching them start to sprout and grow so that we can later plant them in our school garden outside. 

Our goal is that the vegetables will grow and we can eat them in our school’s salad bar in the fall.  

 

Sensory table:  We put rice and beans of all sizes and colors into the table and are working on pouring, 

filling and measuring. We added funnels and are noticing that not all of the items can fit through.   

 



Small group:  We were so excited to play a guessing game with the baby photos you sent in.  The 

children worked really hard using their investigative skills to look around and see if they could figure 

out who each picture was.   

 

Happy Birthday Mrs. Leopold and Isla.  Thanks for the pizza lunch. 

 

FYI:   

Today we were treated to a concert from the Inter-El children which is an elite group of student 

musicians and or singers selected from all of the elementary schools in West Hartford.  They are 

talented! 

 

Each child will need sneakers, a hat and a water bottle on Monday, May 21 as we will having 

field day outside for the morning unless it rains and then it will be rescheduled.  Please put 
sunscreen on your child as well.     

 

PLEASE SEND IN SCHOLASTIC READING CLUB ORDERS BY WEDNESDAY, MAY 23. 

THIS IS OUR LAST READING CLUB ORDER.   

 

If you haven’t signed up to take home Kinderoo and Joey, the stuffed kangaroos, please let me 

know if you are interested in having them visit your house for two days.  This is a great 

connection between home and school.   

 

There is no school Monday, May 28th due to Memorial Day.  

 

I hope you all marked Tuesday, June 19 at 8:45 am on your calendar to join us for your child’s 

farewell celebration.  This event is short and sweet as we know you all have to get to work. 

Breakfast will be served after and you are encouraged to stay for a while or if you need to 

leave we understand too.  No one will feel left out as we are all family and will love up those 

without a representative.   

 

Homework:  Next week we will start learning about dinosaurs.  Please send in any dinosaur 

items that we can borrow.  Please label everything so that we can ensure it gets back to 

you.   

 

As always, if you have any questions feel free to contact me. 

Have a nice weekend, 

Mrs. Leopold and Mrs. Burnett 

Randi_Leopold@whps.org 

(860) 521-0320 x3409 


